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W

elcome to the Riding Railways Newsletter! Here it is the end of January
2007! My how time does fly!

I have to admit that I was a little stuck for this issue. You see, my mother
passed away last week and I have been running around Nevada trying to take care of
funeral arrangements, her estate, and what not. I am in the office today for only one
day before we head out to Arizona for a business trip. Knowing that I had so little
time to put together a newsletter, and not wanting to disappoint you, I was fretting
about what to do. Then, I received an e-mail from the House of David museum, asking us to link their new website. . . and it hit me! So, in the following pages you will
see an article we ran in issue # 8 of GSQ on the history of the House of David, written by Nick Wantiez, whose writings many are familiar with in the pages of Live
Steam. I hope you enjoy it.

Regards,

Susan
PS: the web site for the House of David museum is: http://www.houseofdavidmuseum.org/. Take a look, it really is a nice site.
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This photo is just to tease you about the upcoming issue of GSQ. I promise, you
will enjoy it. And if you subscribe to the 7+RAILROADER but not GSQ, this will be
one issue you may just want to read.

The Line that
Brother Benjamin Built
by Nick Wantiez
Israelite House of David
he religious colony known as the Israelite
House of David was established in Benton
Harbor, Michigan on St. Patrick's Day 1905
when 41 year old Benjamin Franklin Purnell arrived
there with a band of his loyal followers. Shortly afterwards, Brother Benjamin and his flock established
what was to become a miniature city that eventually
grew to cover over 1000 acres of land including farm
lands, docks, factories and buildings valued in the millions of dollars. In 1908, an amusement park known as
Eden Springs was opened complete with rides, restaurants and a dance pavilion.
The talented H of D orchestra provided music
for all occasions and the House also fielded an outstanding traveling baseball team. Industrious and
self?sustaining, the House of David has survived to
this day although charges of religious fraud and
immorality followed Brother Benjamin Purnell from
the beginning until his death in 1927.
At its peak, there were over 1700 members
from every corner of the world, many of whom were
highly skilled in the manual arts. H of D members
abstained from meat, alcohol and tobacco although
meat dishes were served to the public in their restaurants and, when it was legal, they also sold beer. Male
members who were married wore beards and had relatively short hair while unmarried men had long hair TOP: These arches commemorated the year the House

T

of David was established. The fine grounds keeping and
the bright flowers were a hallmark of the park [Photo:
Collection Joel King].
ABOVE: It’s 1958 and the 903 has a clear stack, testimony to the engineer’s skill with the coal fire. The happy
children riding on this train are now in their 40’s or 50’s.
[Photo: Collection Joel King]
LEFT: The safety valve is just beginning to whisper on
No. 901 as she sits at the depot entrance, ready pull
another train. It’s late in the season of 1963. By this time
the crews of 14 year-old boys have been replaced with
more seasoned members of the House of David. [Photo:
Collection Joel King]
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but were clean shaven.
The fascinating story of the H of D can
be found in the recently published book,
"Brother Benjamin - A History of the Israelite
House of David" by Clare E. Adkin. While
the book concentrates on the organization and
its key people, it does contain some information about the miniature railroad which once
graced those Midwestern grounds over 90
years ago. First opened in 1908, by 1920, the
line that Brother Benjamin built grew to
include a total of eight 15 inch gauge steam
locomotives operating over a one mile main
line.
The Early Days
The late Cliff Shirley, dean of park This shot was taken around 1908, just a couple years after the line
locomotive historians, visited the H of D in the opened. Tom Roberts is at the throttle of this original 4-4-0 Class D
Cagney (the clue is the Stephenson valve gear, as opposed to the
early 1950s with the goal of learning the histo- Baker gear used by the House of David). [Photo: Collection Nick
ry of the railroad and its motive power. As Wantiez]
misfortune would have it, Tom Roberts, the H
of D's master mechanic and the man who had brought tion system a necessity. The H of D had a recruiting
the line into existence, had died prior to Cliff's visit. booth at the 1904 St. Louis World's Fair and were able
Cliff was able to talk with Joseph Nelson, who was to see Cagney's 62 mile line in operation there. The
then in charge of the railroad, and the H of D photog- wisdom of using miniature trains to transport visitors
rapher, Mr. H. E. Kirkham. Joe Nelson was very busy over the many acres was readily apparent.
Soon after the railroad opened, it was seen that
at the time and could only spare a few moments for
conversation but Mr. Kirkham was able to sort through many more locomotives would be needed as future
his photographs and found some pictures of the trains growth occurred. Rather than buy additional equipment, Brother Benjamin elected to locally build what
in operation.
Cliff next visited the roundhouse and talked to was needed to suit the specific needs of his railroad. A
two young men working there but they did not have requirement for a greater tractive effort than what
any historical information since the railroad came into could be developed by a 4?4?0 must have inspired the
being long before their birth. Despite these setbacks, 4?6?0 wheel arrangement. While the Cagney design
Cliff was still able to piece together a plausible story did serve as a general pattern for all of the H of D's
locomotives, there were some significant differences
of the road, which I will repeat here.
Early in 1908, Brother Benjamin decided to such as using Baker rather than Stephenson valve gear.
build a miniature railway on H of D property and he The H of D's locomotives also seemed to be more
purchased one, or possibly two, 15 inch gauge Cagney durable than the venerable Cagneys especially in
Class D locomotives from an unidentified source. The regards the design of the main bearings.
Cliff's intuition at that time led him to believe
year was verified by a member of the H of D baseball
team who told Cliff that the railroad was not there that, while some Cagney parts were used in the conwhen he left with the team for the 1908 season but was struction of the H of D locomotives, most of the design
in place upon his return. From this, it appears that the and construction was done at the House. He also
track was laid during the spring and possibly summer. thought that a full set of drawings must exist someWhat sparked the idea of installing a miniature railroad where in the railroad archives since the operation was
is not known but it seems likely that it was pure prag- professional in every sense of the word and normal
matism. The grounds were extensive and the opening practice would have required occasional reference to
of Eden Springs Park made a long distance transporta- design data. However, in later correspondence, Cliff
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The ten wheelers weighed in at 2200 lb.
while their smaller brothers tipped the scales
at 1800 lb. Boiler pressure was 150 psi and
each locomotive carried two headlights.
Passenger trains consisted of a maximum of eight canopied cars seating eight
passengers each while work trains had as
many flat and other type cars as were needed
to do the assigned job. The locomotive engineers were usually young boys in their late
teens; they certainly must have appeared to
be shining heroes in the eyes of the visiting
children. Each train also carried a conductor
who rode at the end of the last car and kept a
This smaller engine house served until the ‘30s when it was replaced
sharp eye out for any sign of trouble. A rope
by the larger one seen on this issue’s cover. This is one of the few
ran from the conductor's position up to the
photos that show all eight of the early engines together. [Photo:
Courtesy Thomas Meldrim]
canopies and forward to the engineer on the
tender - it was used to signal danger during
told me that he had received information from Jeff the run in a manner similar to full size practice of those
Jefferis stating that the H of D 4-6-0s were actually times.
major rebuilds of Cagney 4-4-0s.
Over the years the track layout underwent sevClare Adkin's book states that eventually all of eral changes but the general destinations remained the
the H of D's records will be given to state authorities same C at one time the route was a figure 8 while the
so perhaps someday live steamers, (more likely our final configuration was an irregular loop. It extended
great grandchildren), will be able to examine the orig- to the parking lot entrance where visitors were picked
inal drawings and data and learn the facts.
up and transported to various destinations within the
grounds. At peak traffic periods, four trains were
The Railroad
operating on the line, one pulling out after loading at
Running for one mile through 50 acres of beau- the entrance, one unloading at the entrance and one on
tiful parks and orchards, the line spanned two high each side of the loop.
bridges. The miniature rail of unknown weight was
The appearance of the locomotives remained
carefully spiked to oak ties and guard rails were used essentially the same throughout their lifetime except
on all curves. Each curve was properly banked and for one instance when a streamlining hood was added
every crossing had a gate manned by an
adult H of D gateman. There was an
additional mile of side tracks which ran
to a miniature roundhouse where each
locomotive had its own numbered stall.
The roundhouse had the proper
facilities for raising steam namely, an
overhead hood/blower system for each
locomotive that connected, via a common duct, to a large stack mounted on
the roof. One simply spotted a locomotive's stack under its hood connection
and fired up. By 1920, the line boasted
of eight coal burning locomotives - This postcard is from the late ‘40s or early ‘50s. Nos. 901, 902, and 903
Nos. 1 through 4 were 4-6-0s while the are virtually brand new as they sit resplendently on the lead tracks of the
engine house. The South Depot can be seen in the background. [Photo:
remaining nos. 5 through 8 were 4-4-0s. Collection Greg Robinson]
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to No. 4 and she received the name "Hiawatha ". The
workmanship of the hood was very good but the hokey
appearance of the streamlined locomotive did not generate positive comments and the hood was later
removed. Operations were conducted with safety in
mind from the beginning ?I am not aware of any serious injury which occurred to a passenger during the
many decades in which the line operated.
The Later Years
In the late 1940s, the original eight locomotives were replaced by three new Prairie 2?6?2 locomotives nos. 901 through 903, designed to the most
modern standards and built by Tom Roberts and Joe
Nelson in the H of D shops. I think that 902 had Baker
valve gear while 901 and 903 were fitted with
Walschaerts gear. The locomotives were coal burners
and had 4" x 5" cylinders powering 16 inch drivers.
Developing almost 1000 lb. of tractive effort at 200 psi
and weighing 6100 lb., the new Prairies could easily
handle trains which would have been impossible for
two of the old locomotives.
It was planned to build three more Prairies for
a total of six and many of the major assemblies, including the boilers, had been completed but, to my knowledge, the additional locomotives were never finished.
Fred Kiesel, of the Wabash, Frisco and Pacific, visited
Benton Harbor in the early 1950s and actually saw

parts for the unfinished locos stored in a loft over the
car barn.
Fred eventually purchased four of the old locomotive chassis, three 4-6-0s and one 4-4-0, believed to
be Nos. 1, 3, 4 and 6 respectively, and transported them
to Missouri. Jeff Jefferis also purchased one of the 44-0s, No. 8, and ran it for one season in Piedmont,
Missouri before reselling it. Using the new Prairies,
the H of D continued operations; they eventually were
to cease, perhaps in the 1970s or 1980s, and the equipment went into storage.
Brother Benjamin preached to his followers
that both he and they were indestructible. For many
years after his death, his mummified body lay in state
in an upper front room in the "House of Diamonds"
watched over by the faithful who were awaiting his
resurrection. Although that did not come to pass, in a
sense he lives on today through the remarkable miniature railroad that he willed into existence. His locomotives are definitely in the senior citizen category and
earned their retirement long ago but several of them
have been resurrected by dedicated live steamers and,
despite their age continue to operate in all their glory
on the Grand Scale lines. I expect that they will be hard
at work well into the 21st Century. Unlike we poor
mortals, these remarkable locomotives may be as close
to indestructible as it is possible to get.

We’re Sorry!

COMPLETE 7.5” TRAIN(s) FOR SALE
Includes: 2 Plum Cove Box Electric locomotives, 2 flat cars, 2 gondolas, 1 box car, 1 lighted caboose, 600+ feet of track and ties, some
connectors, screws. One of the locomotives
includes a sound system. Complete train on
$8,900. Train is located in north Florida pan
handle. Contact John Gilbert 850-547-3880.
May be interested in a trade or in splitting up
the train to make two 3 car trains for $4950
each.
RIDING RAILWAYS NEWSLETTER

To those of you who
have ordered the
Riding Railway
University, Vol 3 or
Vol 4, we’re sorry. We
had hoped that these
DVDs would be ready
long before now. But due to circumstances
beyond our control, they aren’t quite there
yet. Please accept our most humble apologies. We will finish them just as soon as
we can and send them out ASAP. Thanks
for understanding and patience!
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Top Left and Above: Two different views
of the high bridges. The first is from the
early ‘60s and traffic was still brisk. The
second shows a recent view of the West
Bridge. [Early photo: Collection Joel King]

Above: The South Depot as it looks today. Some
carpentry work has been done in an effort to restore
the building. Right: Many of the passenger cars are
still around (in various conditions). In the upper right
of the picture, car bodies can be seen near the roof.

The photo on the cover showed us that No. 903 has been dusted off. Here we see No. 902 [Above Left] and
No. 901 [Above Right] . as they rest in the engine house at the House of David. Between the two locomotives
is the proposed gasoline powered prime mover for the No. 903.
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GIF T SHOP

steam whistle echoing
through the pine trees.
DVD $19.95
Companion Audio CD
$9.95

NEW DVDs and More!

TR AIN MOUNTAIN
REVISITED
The 2006 TM Triennial
was even larger and
more spectacular than in
years past. This program
takes us back to Train
Mountain to enjoy this
world class event.
Surprise footage features
the world record setting operations!
$29.95

* RIDING R AILWA Y UNI VERSITY VOL 3
The Fine Art of Laying
Track –Mark Flitton
ABC’s of Tender
Building –Don Orr
Proposed North
American Safety
Standards –Quentin
Breen
Stability Problems & Solutions –Bill
Donovan
The Sum of Parts –Paul Lavacot
RGS 20 Project: Three Years Later
–Tom Artzberger
Boiler Inspection - Pat Durand
$39.95 (2 disk set - over 5
hours of instruction)

* RIDING R AILWA Y
UNIVERSITY VOL 4
“Curves You Can Bank On” –Glenn
Peterson
Steel Car Construction –Paul Vernon
Machine Shop Tips –Jim Boyer
Updated Operations at TM –Russ
Wood
Details Details –From On30 to 2.5”
Scale –Peter Moseley
Building a K-27 –Kevin Doe
How to Cripple Your Locomotive
–Cal Tinkham
$39.95 (2

disk
set - over 5 hours of instruction)

TEXAS LIVE STEAM DVD
Come on y’all and visit
three of the nicest 7.5”
gauge railroads in the
glorious state of Texas!
You’ll be impressed
with the size and quality
of Nick Edward’s newly
built Wimberley
Blanco & Southern. You’ll learn about
large scale Operations at Roy Pickard’s
down-home Comanche & Indian Gap.
And you’ll really enjoy the welcoming
atmosphere at Terry McGrath’s
Annetta Valley & Western. A must for
Texans and for anyone interested in
seeing how live steam railroading
should be done.
$29.95

STEAM ON THE
MOUNTAIN DVD
There aren't many
places left where a
steam engine can be
seen working on the
very rails it did when it
was brand new. In
Steam on the Mountain
you'll see a 1914
Baldwin Mikado working the same
grades in the shadow of the same
mountain it saw over ninety years ago.
You'll ride in the cab with the engineer
and the fireman as they reign in the
power of a loud, bucking "iron horse".
You'll see close-up shots of the powerful drive rods and steel wheels. You'll
enjoy the dramatic scenery and hearing
the engineer describe what it's like to
run a steam engine over a railroad he
has worked on for decades. And there is
no sound in the world like a lonesome
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PACIFIC COAST
RR ROUND UP DVD
The Pacific Coast is a
private railroad on the
Central California coast.
It is opened to the public only once each year,
as a fund raiser for the
San Luis Obispo
Railway Museum. This
DVD takes you aboard
the charming narrow gauge train. It features vintage steam engines (including
the one that was in the opening shots of
Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman TV show
with Jane Seymour). The coaches are
genuine Disney coaches - the first
coaches to be used in service at
Disneyland. Great for railfans, narrow
gaugers, families, Disney enthusiasts
and anyone else who would just enjoy a
good show. Approx. 1 hour with bonus
features.
$19.95.

ORDER TODAY

530-527-0141

Robinson & Associates
PO Box 8953, Red Bluff, CA
96080 USA
Fax: 530-527-0420
(Order form on reverse.)
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